Comparison and interpretation of impressed marks left by a firearm on cartridge cases – Towards an operational implementation of a likelihood ratio based technique
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1. Research purpose

The traditional forensic feature comparison disciplines, such as firearm comparison, have been practiced for decades, but their foundational validity have been scrutinised in the past years [1–4]. A part of this scrutiny focuses on the scientific basis of these disciplines, but also on the potential risks inherent to the use of a human expert (a firearm examiner) as the instrument of observation and interpretation [3–7]. While some risks of using human experts might be minimised by implementing appropriate procedures to deal with bias [6,8–13], others are harder to overcome. The precise content of their internal database, based on training and experience, and how those databases are employed in practice are hard to study and will probably vary between experts. In that regard, the experts can be regarded as black boxes. Furthermore, it has been shown that training and experience alone are insufficient to result in judgments of the weight of forensic findings that are well-calibrated [14]. To mitigate the risks posed by the subjectivity of human experts, the added value of automatic comparison systems is studied [15–26]. The PCAST report even goes as far as to suggest that (p.47): “Subjective methods can evolve into or be replaced by objective methods”.

In a previous paper [23] we presented the basis of such an automatic comparison system that allows assigning a weight to the forensic findings associated with the comparison between firing pin marks (FPM) or breechface marks (BFM). The system allows the assignment of likelihood ratios (LRs) based on 3D topographical measurements coupled with a bi-dimensional statistical model. The main strength of this approach is the very limited intervention...
of the operator that ensures a reproducible procedure to evaluate the comparison results between two impressed marks. The likelihood ratios are obtained by comparing the results (expressed in the form of a series of scores) of a specific comparison with the scores obtained from cartridge cases fired by the same firearm and cartridge cases fired by different firearms respectively. The scores obtained by these comparisons allow the construction of the so-called within and between distributions (Fig. 1). The within distribution is highly dependent on the firearm under consideration and the reproducibility of its marks. The between distribution depends on the specificity of the features considered among the firearms constituting the relevant population. These two distributions represent the supporting data of the interpretation model.

This system was designed to support an expert, by means of the calculated LR, during the evaluation step of his/her work. This does not mean that the expert will blindly use the assigned LR and ignore the outcome of the traditional visual comparison procedure.

During the development of the system, operational constraints had not been assessed and the procedures necessary to implement this system in casework had not been set up. In addition, the results reported in [23] showed that the assignment of the likelihood ratio was largely dependent on the firearm and ammunition brand under consideration and of the build-up and size of the relevant population considered in the case. It means that the within and the between distribution established using one ammunition brand for a specific firearm type (e.g., firearms of similar models having the same class characteristics) cannot be directly applied by generalisation and used for other (firearm / ammunition) combinations.

The purpose of this study is to investigate how the limits of the previous study can be overcome in practice and how such a system may be deployed in operational casework. To approach real cases, the versatility of the database – a term we use to describe the data used to construct the within and the between distribution on a case by case basis – should be adapted to cover a range of scenarios that is adequate for a fair amount of casework situations. To increase the scope of usage of this interpretative procedure and to determine the impact of the database features on the system's performance, different lines of inquiry have been pursued including the effect of using different types of ammunition brands on the LR calculation, the effect of the number of specimens (test fires) on the LR calculation, and a procedure to incorporate the LR assigned by the system into operational casework. Finally, the implementation of the optimised system has been tested by means of blind test experiments.

2. Methods and material

2.1. Acquisition and scores computation

The same acquisition procedure as in [23] has been used to acquire the 3D measurements on the cartridge cases. The three-dimensional measurements have been performed by using a laser profiler (µScan) equipped with a confocal detector (CF4) using a spatial resolution of 3 µm.

Further processing steps allow segmenting the features to be further compared. They mainly include the automatic primer cup segmentation, the automatic separation between the firing pin marks and the breechface marks on the primer cup and the application of imaging filters to simultaneously reduce the 3D image noise and the prominent shape of the marks. As a result, more weight will be assigned to fine characteristics. Compared to [23], the comparison algorithm used to align two firing pin marks was modified. Previously an ICP (Iterative Closest Point) algorithm was used to align firing pin marks, whereas a optimisation-based algorithm (Simplex method) was used to align breechface marks. This ICP algorithm proved to be less robust for the alignment of firing pin marks showing large reliefs and rough shapes. To cope with this, the ICP algorithm was replaced by the optimisation-based algorithm. More details on the algorithm can be found in [23]. All algorithmic developments and statistical analyses were carried out in Matlab® 2008.

![Fig. 1. The procedure used to build the within (black) and the between (grey) distributions. The within distribution is created comparing cartridge cases fired by the same pistol. The between distribution is the result of comparisons between samples fired by different firearms. These distributions are composed of scores provided by the automatic comparison system and are illustrated by the mean of histograms. In this example, the x-axis represents a distance-based score. This means that a higher score will represent a lower degree of correspondence between the compared marks.](image-url)
For each compared impression (the breechface marks and the firing pin marks), three quantitative scores representing the amount of similarities (or differences) between the two marks were computed as in [23]. These similarity scores are based on different morphological features: the first is the correlation index, the second is based on the Euclidean distance and the last is based on the properties of the normal vectors to the surface.

2.2. Bi-dimensional interpretative model and rates of misleading evidence

When two cartridge cases are compared, six scores are obtained: three resulting from the firing pin marks comparison (FPM) and three from the breechface marks comparison (BFM), from which an LR is calculated using a statistical method described in [23]. The method is briefly recalled here with the addition of a few illustrations. To reduce the dimensionality of the problem, Principal Component Analysis (PCA) allows focusing on the two principal components (PC1 and PC2) that offer the highest contribution to the variability. For the PCA to be considered effective, the first two components should represent at least 80% of the total variation of the considered scores. The problem is then reduced to these two values acting as similarity scores (one for each principal component, PC1 and PC2). The PCA procedure can be applied either to the three scores associated with each respective mark (hence a reduction from 3 to 2 variables) or to the six scores considered jointly (hence a reduction from 6 to 2 variables). The result from the within and between comparison can be represented by two datasets projected on a two-dimensional plane (Fig. 2).

Once the within and the between data points have been acquired, it is necessary to model the data in this bi-dimensional space to calculate the LR for a new comparison between two cartridge cases. Several methods can be used to model the data, which include supervised and unsupervised machine learning techniques to classify samples between within and between classes. For this project, we chose to estimate the probability density for each class and use non-parametric continuous functions obtained by Kernel Density Estimation (KDE) – as shown in Fig. 3.

The LR for a comparison between two cartridge cases is obtained by the ratio of the probability densities of both modelled bi-dimensional distributions (within and between) at the coordinates X, Y dictated by the transformed scores PC1 and PC2, which now represent the degree of similarity between the compared marks. The LR is the result of two probability densities. The numerator of the LR represents the probability density to observe PC1 and PC2 under the prosecutor’s proposition (H_p), that the cartridge cases have been fired by the same firearm (hence the probability density for the findings under the within distribution). The denominator of the LR represents the probability density of PC1 and PC2 under the defence’s proposition (H_d), that the cartridge cases have been fired by different firearms (hence the probability density for the findings under the between distribution). Formally, the likelihood ratio is:

\[
LR = \frac{p(PC1, PC2|H_p)}{p(PC1, PC2|H_d)}
\]

Where PC1 and PC2 represent the transformed “similarity scores” obtained by PCA for the comparison between two marks (or the fusion of the marks).

According to this definition, an LR > 1 indicates forensic findings that support the same-source proposition (H_p). A likelihood ratio < 1 conveys forensic findings that support the different-source proposition (H_d). An LR of 1 means that the findings do not give support for either of the considered propositions. Fig. 4 illustrates a case leading to an LR of 1.11e11, meaning that the forensic findings are 1.11e11 times more probable under H_p than under H_d.

The forensic performance of the system is assessed using two rates of misleading evidence obtained by the systematic computation of LRs using simulated cases for which a known source is established. The first, the rate of misleading evidence in favour of the defence (RMED) is defined as the percentage of LRs < 1 when the prosecutor’s proposition H_p is true, i.e., false negatives. The second, the rate of misleading evidence in favour of the prosecution (RMEP) is defined as the percentage of LRs > 1 when the defence’s proposition H_d is true, i.e., false positives.

2.3. Material – an enlarged database of specimens obtained with additional brands of ammunition

In [23], two distinct within distributions were established using two groups of 60 Geco Sintox cartridge cases (124 gr bullet, nickel primer) fired by two SIG Sauer pistols (P226 and P228) calibre 9 mm Luger (in total 1770 possible comparisons per firearm under H_p, each sample being compared with all the others). The between distribution was constructed using 79 Geco Sintox cartridge cases fired by 79 different calibre 9 mm Luger SIG Sauer pistols of similar models (3081 possible comparisons under H_d).

For this study, the same firearms have been used, but additional test fires using three different ammunition brands were made: Geco (124 gr. bullet, brass primer), Fiocchi (123 gr. bullet, nickel primer) and Winchester (124 gr. bullet, brass primer). Note that cartridges of the same brand can be from different production batches. This represents in total 2 x 4 x 60 = 480 cartridge cases to investigate the within distributions (2 firearms / 4 brands of ammunition / 60 cartridge cases per firearm and ammunition brand) and 79 x 4 x 316 cartridge cases for the between distributions (79 firearms / 4 brands of ammunition) (Table 1).

2.4. Lines of inquiry towards implementation

2.4.1. Production of simulated cases and underlying within and between distributions

Using the specimens from Table 1, considering the relevant pairwise comparisons, we can construct the following simulated cases under respectively H_p and H_d:

Under H_p: The simulated cases are prepared conditioned on a given firearm and on a given brand of ammunition. Hence for each firearm and brand of ammunition, by drawing from the 60
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cartridge cases, a total of 1770 comparisons arising from the same source are obtained. The within distributions will be based on these 1770 data points. In total, for 2 firearms and 4 brands of ammunition, it amounts to 8 distinct within distributions, each with a total of 1770 data points.

Under $H_d$: The simulated cases are obtained using all the pairwise comparisons among the cartridge cases fired using the 79 different pistols, conditioned on the brand of ammunition. For each brand of ammunition, a total of 3081 comparisons are obtained. All brands of ammunition together represent $4 \times 3081$ comparisons. The between distributions are either conditioned on the brand of ammunition (4 distinct distributions, with a total of 3081 comparisons per distribution), or are pooled together leading to what we call the general between distribution (with a total of 12,324 comparisons, see Fig. 10 for an example).

2.4.2. The influence of the brand of ammunition on the LRs

To study the impact of the brand of ammunition, the LRs obtained for the simulated cases of each brand of ammunition have been compared to the LRs obtained when the denominator of the LR is computed against the general between distribution containing all brands of ammunition. The comparison is performed by correlating the LRs obtained from both configurations. The more we deviate from a linear relationship between the configurations, the more the “type of ammunition” is shown to affect the calculated LRs. Strong deviations will limit the possibility of estimating the between distribution by a general between distribution. On the other side, if the deviations are limited we could entertain the prospect of modelling the specific between distribution for a given ammunition using the general between distribution. The key question here is whether or not LRs can be robustly assigned without conditioning on the brand of ammunition.

2.4.3. The influence of the number of specimens on the LRs

All the within distributions described above are based on a large number of specimens (60). Keeping in mind that such distributions have to be obtained on a case-by-case basis, where it is not realistic to test fire 60 cartridge cases in each case. The results obtained with 60 cartridge cases can serve as a baseline, but there is a need to explore more operational settings. The effect of the number of specimens is studied here by resampling from the total number of specimens to construct the within distributions ranging from 5 specimens (corresponding to 10 data points) up to 60 (1770 data points).

The resampling scheme is as follows: for each number of specimens (5 to 60), a sample is drawn (with replacement) from the available 1770 data points. This sample (of 10 to 1770 data points) is used to compute the within distribution (bi-dimensional normal distribution density estimation). The LRs associated with all the simulated cases (considering either $H_p$ or $H_d$) are computed using this within distribution and the between distribution conditioned on the appropriate brand of ammunition. From all

![Fig. 3. The bi-dimensional data of Fig. 2 have been modelled using a bi-dimensional non-parametric function: the Kernel Density Estimation.](image)

![Fig. 4. In this example, one questioned cartridge case has been compared to a test fire. The resulting “similarity scores” for the single comparison are then reduced to PC1 and PC2 by applying the same reduction procedure (PCA spatial transformation) used previously to build the within and between distributions. The coordinates of the vertical black line thus represent the coordinates given by PC1 and PC2 of a new comparison between one questioned cartridge case and one test fire. The ratio of the probability densities extrapolated for both functions (within and between) represents the so-called likelihood ratio (LR).](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1</th>
<th>Details of the samples used in this study. Four different ammunition brands have been used: Geco, Geco Sintox, Fiocchi and Winchester.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distributions</td>
<td>Firearms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$8 \times$ Within distributions (2 firearms – W1 and W2$^+$)</td>
<td>SIG Sauer P228 / called W1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$4 \times$ Between distributions</td>
<td>SIG Sauer P226 / called W2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SIG Sauer$^{**}$ / 79 firearms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^*$ The abbreviation W is used to denote the within distribution W1 and W2.

$^{**}$ P226 (42 firearms), P228 (14 firearms) and Sig Pro (23 firearms).
these LRs, RMEP and RMED are computed. The process is repeated 500 times, recording for each iteration the rates of misleading evidence. Then, we explore the behaviour of the means of the rates of misleading evidence against the number of specimens in order to make an informed decision as to the appropriate minimum number of specimens.

2.4.4. Review procedure of the computed LRs

For the system to be applied in casework there is a need to define a procedure whereby the computed LRs are critically and transparently reviewed by an expert in order to detect cases where the system did not perform properly. In such cases, the computed LRs should be investigated, discussed and can be dismissed if necessary according to pre-defined criteria; otherwise the LRs obtained for the marks will be considered in the assessment. Note that it is expected that all computed LRs will be included in the casefile, including the discussion and the outcomes thereof regarding their ability to be used in the case or not. The following criteria to be fulfilled have been defined:

1. This criterion is related to a judgment with regards to the source and quality of the marks and their measurements. If the primer cup surface shows striated features that do not originate from the firearm (for example because they are due to the manufacturing process of the cartridge case), then it is not relevant to compute a LR based on these features. The system is not able to make that distinction. Hence there is a first decision by the expert even before considering using the system. That judgment should be carefully monitored with appropriate quality assurance procedures.

2. Once an LR is obtained, the numerator and the denominator of the likelihood ratio have to be scrutinised. If they are both less than \(10^{-4}\) (a threshold which we chose based on the results in [22]), it means that the probability densities are very low under both propositions. The obtained score lies on the tail of both distributions (within and between) as shown for example in Fig. 5. In such cases, it means that the LR is assessed regarding a pair of propositions that neither explain the results well. As a matter of policy, we propose not to consider such a likelihood ratio. In addition, when such scores occur on the individual marks (respectively from the breechface or from the firing pin), they should trigger an alarm when considering the LR obtained following the fusion of both marks (PCA).

3. The LR of interest is primarily obtained following the fusion between information derived from the breechface mark and from the firing pin mark. If one of these marks cannot be exploited by the system (either due to criterion 1 or 2 above or a failure to align by the algorithm resulting in a “Not a Number” abbreviated NaN), the LR retained will be based on one mark only and will only be used for that specific mark (during the experiment it turned out that most of time the firing pin mark resulted in the highest number of not exploitable cases).

2.4.5. Blind test experiments

The previous sections allowed designing a procedure that could be used in casework. To assess its operational feasibility, blind test experiments have been conducted as described below.

Seven tests have been prepared by one specialist of a large European forensic laboratory using samples fired by firearms coming from their reference collection. These firearms were not used for the development of the system and its underpinning distributions. Each set was composed of one questioned cartridge case and seven specimens. For each test set, only one ammunition brand has been used. This was done to mimic operational practice in which, when possible, the same ammunition brand is used for the test specimens as was used in the shooting incident (the questioned cartridge case(s)). The firearms and ammunition brands used to prepare the tests are summarised in Table 2.

These cases have been submitted to eight qualified firearm experts from the same European institute without any knowledge of the ground truth. They were asked to conduct the examination using their standard comparison procedures including case notes detailing the features they relied upon to reach a conclusion. For each test set, the experts were asked to perform the comparisons and formulate three conclusions based on the comparison of the firing pin mark, the breechface mark and of both marks combined.

The conclusions had to be expressed using the verbal scale which the firearms section of the considered forensic laboratory used at the time. This verbal scale was composed of 5 steps: two levels in support of the prosecutor’s proposition (same source), two levels in support of the defence’s proposition (different sources) and one without support for either the prosecutor’s or defence’s proposition. To allow a comparison with the calculated

![Table 2 Information about the firearms and the ammunition brands used to establish the blind tests.](image)

![Fig. 5. The left graph shows the within and between distributions under the shape of a bi-dimensional plot. The black cross represents the scores of a new comparison between two cartridge cases. The right figure shows the same situation of the left graph but after modelling the data using KDE. The black cross is now represented by the vertical line. The coordinates of the line are very far from the two distributions. This explains the extremely low numerator and denominator of the LR (numerator = 1.9e-15 and denominator = 5.5e-005).](image)
LRs by the automatic system, as will be discussed later, a numerical equivalent between -2 and +2 has been assigned to each level of the verbal scale (Table 3).

In parallel and independently, an operator who had no prior knowledge of the true source of the cartridge cases has submitted them to the automatic system. The seven specimens for each test set were scanned and compared to obtain the within distribution. Then, the questioned cartridge case was compared to each of the test specimens, leading potentially to 21 LRs for each questioned cartridge case when considering both marks separately (7 LRs for the breechface mark and 7 LRs for the firing pin) and then jointly (7 combined LRs).

The mean, maximum and minimum values of the results obtained by these two distinct procedures (conclusions reached by the experts / results obtained by the system) for each blind test set were compared.

3. Results

3.1. The influence of the brand of ammunition on the LRs

The results show that the brand of ammunition can have a significant influence on the within and the between distributions and thus on the LRs calculated and the corresponding rates of misleading evidence. This is observed regardless of the type of impressions considered (firing pin marks “FPM”, breechface marks “BFM” or both together “FPM + BFM”). Examples of the differences in distributions between two brands of ammunition are shown in Figs. 6–8.

Moreover, some brands of ammunition lead to a better separation between the two distributions (within and between) for the breechface mark and a lower separation for the firing pin mark or vice-versa. This is for example illustrated in Fig. 9, where the firing pin mark distributions for the Geco ammunition are compared to those of the Fiocchi ammunition left by the same firearm.

These results show that to derive robust LRs, it is essential to properly condition on the brand of ammunition. Indeed, as we will show later, the rates of misleading evidence will change significantly if data of one particular brand of ammunition is used to evaluate a case involving another brand of ammunition. Hence, if a between distribution corresponding to the brand of ammunition involved in the case is available, it should be used. To assess whether it would be possible to use a general between distribution (obtained by merging Geco, Geco Sintox, Fiocchi and Winchester data) to solve the problem when the above-described ideal dataset is not available we will explore Fig. 10. This figure illustrates the distributions obtained under both scenarios: (A) a between distribution built using only one brand of ammunition and (B) the general between distribution.

The LRs resulting from these two distinct procedures have been compared in Fig. 11 for the Geco Sintox. A linearity between the LRs ($R^2 = 0.97$) is observed.

However, that behaviour is not constant across all brands of ammunition considered. For example, in the case of the Winchester ammunition, the linearity ($R^2 = 0.73$) is lost (Fig. 12).

In the absence of data matching the brand of ammunition involved in the case, defaulting to the use of a general between distribution is thus not advised, because the amount of deviation from the linearity is hard to predict.

For each brand of ammunition, the rates of misleading evidence have been calculated for both firearms (W1 and W2). The evolution of such error rates (RMED and RMEP) in function of the increase of the LRs are presented in the Table 4.

3.2. The effect of the number of specimens on the LRs

As shown in the Table 5, when the number of specimens used to build the within distribution increases from 7 to 60, the average error rates (on 500 repetitions) do not change drastically for all brands of ammunition considered (same firearm).

These results allow us to conclude that a small number of specimens (7) can be used to compute the within distribution without significantly affecting the rates of misleading evidence.

Acquiring 7 specimens is viewed as an acceptable burden from an operational perspective.

3.3. Results from the blind test experiments

3.3.1. Using the automatic system leading to an LR

The LRs obtained using the automatic system while applying the procedure proposed above are summarised in Table 6. For each test, the minimum, mean and maximum of the seven LRs calculated for each mark comparison (firing pin mark, breechface mark and the fusion of both marks) are shown in relation to the ground truth information.

Based on the results of the fusion (except for Case F where only the LR associated with the firing pin mark is available), the retained LRs provided support according to the state of the ground truth in 5 cases. Case B showed an inconsistency between the results obtained when the marks are considered separately or jointly. Indeed, the breechface comparisons support the hypothesis of different sources (which is in line with ground truth), whereas the fusion of the marks supports the hypothesis of a common source. The probability densities calculated for the firing pin mark comparison were very low (hence declared as NA7 in the Table 6 as per our procedure). When the first two scores associated with the firing pin are shown in relation to the values obtained for the within and between transactions (Fig. 13), it can be seen that the first score does not allow a clear discrimination between the questioned samples and the within distribution, and so it explains why the fused results are pointing in a misleading direction.

For the fusion of both marks, this first score associated with the firing pin comparisons has the highest weight in the PCA (the 6 scores being considered together without any distinction). It means that the seven LRs for the fusion are dominated by this first score. In case B, the breechface scores have a limited contribution in the fused results and cannot compensate for the misleading firing pin information.

The first score (correlation index) is more influenced by the global shape of the marks which in this case are in correspondence (although the exhibits have been fired by different firearms) as

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 3</th>
<th>Correspondence between the verbal scale used by the experts and the numerical equivalence adopted to quantify the results.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Verbal scale</td>
<td>Numerical equivalent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The findings are far more probable when $H_s$ is true then when $H_b$ is true</td>
<td>+2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The findings are more probable when $H_s$ is true then when $H_b$ is true</td>
<td>+1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The findings are approximately equally probable under both hypotheses</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The findings are more probable when $H_s$ is true then when $H_b$ is true</td>
<td>-1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The findings are far more probable when $H_s$ is true then when $H_b$ is true</td>
<td>-2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
shown in Fig. 14. The second score, based on the “Euclidean”
distance, is more sensitive to the difference of finer characteristics,
which in this case would allow for more discrimination. That
potential discrimination however is lost when both scores are used
jointly such as here.

The above detailed analysis requires knowledge of the ground
truth. Without that knowledge (as in the blind test environment),
conflicting results (here fused LRs providing support for another
proposition than the breechface LRs), as seen here, should lead to a
cautious approach when considering the computed LRs.

In Case G the densities obtained for the firing pin mark are
low for both the numerator and the denominator, hence they
have been dismissed following our review procedure. The
breechface mark is almost non-informative and the fusion of the
marks gave LRs below 1. In this case the firing pin marks of
the questioned and known cartridges are so different (Fig. 15) in
terms of shape and size that the resulting scores were not represented in the available between distribution. Such
differences are rare among the comparisons between the different
firearms available in the database. This means that the between
distribution does not fully represent the population of interest. An
increase of the size of the database should allow to solve this issue.

3.3.2. Results from the experts and comparison with the system

The conclusions provided by the eight experts have been converted to a numerical form according to Table 3. The results are
presented in Table 7 using the minimum, the mean and the maximum of the converted values.

In all cases, the experts concluded according to the ground truth and they were able to assign weights to their findings in cases where the automatic system didn’t provide any numerical output (cases with NA and NaN).

Two cases involving firing pin marks allow to assess the difference between the features considered by the automatic system and the experts, respectively. In case F, the system provided a \( \log_{10}(LR) \) of 8, whereas, 7 out of the 8 experts concluded this comparison as “approximately equally probable” (0 on the transformed scale, i.e., an LR of 1). The 3D scans of the firing pin marks show that the firearm reproduces the general shape and also some of the fine characteristics of the firing pin. The alignment based on these fine characteristics has been performed with success for all the firing pin marks hence resulting in a very concentrated within distribution without overlap with the between distribution. Comparatively, the majority of firearm experts, during subsequent interviews, indicated that the shape and size of the firing pin marks (questioned and test fires) were compatible but that the absence of fine details visible under the comparison microscope did not allow them to move more strongly in one direction or the other. The difference between both conclusions is mainly due to the considered characteristics of the firing pin marks: finer details with the 3D acquisition which were difficult to visualise with the optical microscope. Hence, in this case, the “information” available to the system and the expert respectively was different and cannot be compared in a straightforward fashion.

In case D, the firearm experts indicated that they used some fine striated characteristics situated on the slope of the firing pin mark (Fig. 16 – left) whereas the system did not take into account that information due to the applied segmentation and only used features further down in the firing pin mark (Fig. 16 – right).

The following graph illustrates the relationship between the mean of the expert conclusions and the collected data for the joint consideration of both marks (Fig. 17). Overall, we cannot fit a simple linear relationship between the answers on both scales, but it shows some logical consistency between LRs and evidential strength levels reached by the experts.

The contrast between case A and D is worth noting: all firearm experts reached the same conclusion: level +2, meaning that the “findings are far more probable when \( H_0 \) is true than when \( H_a \) is true”. The system however provided an average LR of different magnitude for each case (\( \log_{10} = 2.8 \) for the case A and 23.1 for case D). This might be explained by the difference in applied conclusion scales. The experts use a discrete scale, where they will need to pass a certain threshold to reach the highest conclusion. All comparisons resulting in a conclusion above that threshold will still receive the same conclusion, while the automatic system provides conclusions on a continuous scale being able to provide more nuances. It is important to also note that our choice of a Kernel density estimation (KDE) has some limitations too and can affect the robustness of the LRs. Indeed, with KDE, there is a risk of underestimating the densities in the tail of the distribution, which will lead to overestimations of LRs. To minimise such effects, the robustness of the calculated LRs could be further investigated and can potentially be improved by choosing other types of distributional assumptions, e.g. adopting log-normal or Generalized Extreme Value (GEV) distributions or be limiting the minimum and maximum LRs based on the size of the within and between datasets [14,27].
4. Discussion

The system deployed in this study has been developed to support the firearm expert during the evaluative phase. The main aim of this study was to evaluate the constraints encountered during the application of this methodology from an operational perspective. They are summarised and discussed below.

4.1. Nature of the data to support the within and between distributions in casework

The results obtained show that the within distribution can be reasonably approached with a limited number of test fires without seriously affecting the rates of misleading evidence of the system. Obtaining seven test fires is viewed as operationally feasible. However, a critical constraint is the brand of ammunition that needs to be shared between the questioned cartridge, the test fires and the data used to establish the between distribution. We failed to identify any mechanism to bypass this constraint. Failure to comply with this requirement may lead to an under- or overestimation of the LRs. From an operational point of view this limits the applicability of the system, because only cases sharing the same brand of ammunition can be handled.

4.2. Review procedure of the computed LRs

The results obtained from the blind tests show that only one case leads to misleading information by the automatic system (Case B). Note however that this case was flagged as problematic for the system for its firing pin mark. The review procedure put in place seems to offer ways to identify problematic cases and alert the user when more care must be applied with the output.

4.3. Comparison between computed LRs and assessments by firearm experts

There are several aspects on which the approach used by the system showed differences with the traditional methodology.

4.3.1. The use of the within source variation

The use of information associated with the within source variability is not the same for the system and the experts. Data associated with the within source variation is used by the experts to explain potential differences, but once differences have been resolved, the within source variation does not have a huge explicit influence on the assignment of the weight of evidence. The system, however, will account for such variation in the numerator of the likelihood ratio. Our experience with experts has shown that this “explaining away” mechanism is even more salient when some marks within the complete impression mark are observed to be in agreement. The potential poor level of reproducibility is simply disregarded by virtue of the selectivity of the features in agreement and the numerator is subjectively set to approximately 1 when agreement is observed. In contrast, the system will always account for the numerator in the same way, regardless of the value of the denominator. In terms of transparency in the way the within variability is accounted for, the automatic system has a competitive edge compared to the expert.

4.3.2. Data associated with between sources variation

The concept of the between source variation may vary between the automatic system and the expert. On one hand, the expert takes advantage of a virtual representation of the between source
variability based on their training and experience. On the other hand, the “experience” of the system is entirely based on the data available to the system. These data can be disclosed and structured according to the brand of ammunition and the specificity of the relevant population. The system can adapt its outcomes as a function of these choices, whereas the expert is asked to carry out such tasks holistically. Again, as far as transparency is concerned, the automatic system has the advantage.

4.3.3. The combination of the distinct marks

The system considers and assesses marks jointly when scores associated with both marks are “fused” together. In terms of weight of association, it is not an additive process. For example, if the firing pin mark shows some dissimilarities and the breechface marks show similarities, the overall LR may be lower than the LR assigned for the breechface mark only. The experts use the mark with the strongest conclusion and consider the other mark as “inconclusive”, hence not contributing.

The system operates differently as shown in case A for example: the results obtained for the firing pin mark (LR = 1) have been combined with the breechface mark results (LR of the order of 10²) to give an LR for the fusion of the marks of the order of 10².

The cases illustrated something that was expected at the outset of this study: the observed features and their representations are different between the automatic system and the experts. Case D provided evidence for that (Fig. 16). Hence, any process to reconcile the respective conclusions of the expert and the automatic system will have to account for that potential difference in the considered features [28].

4.3.4. The indicators of reliability

The automatic system can be subject to an assessment of the rates of misleading evidence and the robustness of these rates as a function of the brand of ammunition and the type of firearm. These rates represent quality measures associated with the system that can be disclosed alongside the reported likelihood ratio. It shows all case-specific data that can then be submitted to review and critical assessment. By comparison, the experts provide assessments that can only be tested through controlled experiments such as proficiency testing [29] or part-declared blind tests [30,31]. Such testing regimes are expensive and resource intensive as, ideally, experts should be tested individually and in a double-blind procedure.

4.4. Who shall we trust, the system or the expert?

It is fair to recognize that this question is rather new as in many other areas of forensic science where holistic judgments on features have been used for many years. Bringing to the table a “new expert” offering automatic capabilities and asking how this new expert will cooperate with the traditional expertise is not a

---

Table 4

The values in the table represent the percent of misleading evidence (RMED and RMPE) when LR > abs(log₂(X)) when X is a threshold value increasing from 0 to 10. The values have been calculated respectively for each firearm (W1 and W2) and ammunition combination (Fiocchi, Geco, Geco Sinton and Winchester). The NaN (Not a Number) value means that the error of misleading evidence is “zero” also when the threshold value X = 0.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Error type</th>
<th>Firearm</th>
<th>Ammunition</th>
<th>X = 0</th>
<th>X = 1</th>
<th>X = 2</th>
<th>X = 3</th>
<th>X = 4</th>
<th>X = 5</th>
<th>X = 6</th>
<th>X = 7</th>
<th>X = 8</th>
<th>X = 9</th>
<th>X = 10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RMED</td>
<td>W1</td>
<td>Fiocchi</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>97.0</td>
<td>64.0</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geco</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geco Sinton</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Winchester</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RMPE</td>
<td>W1</td>
<td>Fiocchi</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>97.0</td>
<td>64.0</td>
<td>22.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geco</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>30.2</td>
<td>72.0</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Geco Sinton</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Winchester</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>0.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Table 5

Mean values of RMED and RMPE for four ammunition types (Fiocchi, Winchester, Geco and Geco Sinton) calculated by bootstrapping considering 7 and 60 specimens respectively.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ammunition</th>
<th>RMED</th>
<th>RMED_SD</th>
<th>RMPE</th>
<th>RMPE_SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fiocchi</td>
<td>12.03%</td>
<td>12.88%</td>
<td>4.96%</td>
<td>5.72%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winchester</td>
<td>30.70%</td>
<td>34.72%</td>
<td>7.05%</td>
<td>9.60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geco</td>
<td>10.00%</td>
<td>14.86%</td>
<td>3.07%</td>
<td>4.73%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geco Sinton</td>
<td>0%</td>
<td>0.34%</td>
<td>0.12%</td>
<td>0.09%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

Table 6

The results obtained using the automatic comparison system.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test N</th>
<th>Ground truth state</th>
<th>Log10 LR for the firing pin comparisons [min, mean, max]</th>
<th>Log10 LR for the breechface comparisons [min, mean, max]</th>
<th>Log10 LR obtained following the fusion of the marks [min, mean, max]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Same firearm</td>
<td>[-1.0, 0.1, 0.5]</td>
<td>[1.9, 4.6, 11.3]</td>
<td>[1.4, 2.8, 6.7]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Different firearms</td>
<td>[-0.5, -0.5, 0.0]</td>
<td>[0.0, 2.4, 4.3]</td>
<td>[1.7, 3.4, 3.9]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Same firearm</td>
<td>[7.9, 11.9, 14.2]</td>
<td>[7.1, 19.8, 34.2]</td>
<td>[16.6, 23.1, 33.2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Different firearms</td>
<td>[4.1, 8.6, 10.8]</td>
<td>[10.8, -8.1, -2.7]</td>
<td>[5.4, -2.6, -0.8]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Same firearm</td>
<td>NA*</td>
<td>NA*</td>
<td>NaN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Different firearms</td>
<td>[8.0, 9.0, 10.0]</td>
<td>[10.0, 0.3, 1.2]</td>
<td>NaN</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

NA*: in this case the system provided an LR value, but their numerator and denominator are both less than 10e-4, the LR is thus dismissed. NaN: The poor quality of the breechface marks didn’t allow the alignment of the marks. No value is thus provided by the system.
Fig. 13. Bi-dimensional plot of the within distribution (black cross), the between distribution (grey cross), and the comparisons between the test fires and the questioned cartridge case (7 black circles). The data represent two of the three scores generated for the firing pin comparisons.

Fig. 14. Firing pin marks of the blind test set B. Two test fires (above) and the questioned firing pin mark (below).

Fig. 15. Firing pin marks of the blind test set G. The test fires (left) and the questioned firing pin mark (right).
Table 7
The results provided by the experts converted to the numerical form in accordance with Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>State of the ground truth (Questioned vs. Test fires)</th>
<th>Firing pin [min, mean, max]</th>
<th>Breachface [min, mean, max]</th>
<th>Fusion of the marks [min, mean, max]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Same firearm</td>
<td>[0, 0.6, 1]</td>
<td>[2, 2, 2]</td>
<td>[2, 2, 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>Different firearms</td>
<td>[0, 0, 0]</td>
<td>[−1, −0.3, 0]</td>
<td>[−1, −0.3, 0]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>Same firearm</td>
<td>[1, 1.5, 2]</td>
<td>[2, 2, 2]</td>
<td>[2, 2, 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Same firearm</td>
<td>[1, 1.9, 2]</td>
<td>[2, 2, 2]</td>
<td>[2, 2.2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Different firearms</td>
<td>[−2, −2, −2]</td>
<td>[−2, −1.5, −1]</td>
<td>[−2, −2, −2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Same firearm</td>
<td>[0, 0.1, 1]</td>
<td>[1, 1.4, 2]</td>
<td>[1, 1.5, 2]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Different firearms</td>
<td>[−2, −1.3, −1]</td>
<td>[−2, −0.4, 0]</td>
<td>[−2, −1.1, −1]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 16. Firing pin marks of the blind test set D.

Fig. 17. Graph showing the correlation between the results obtained by the system (x-axis) and those obtained by the firearm experts following the scale presented in Table 3 (y-axis).

trivial question. We don’t think that based on this study, all possible avenues have been explored. The results provided so far show that there is a potential to deploy such an automatic system in casework operation alongside experts and that these activities should still be monitored over an extensive trial period. Additional studies (such as e.g. 14), with known ground truths, will allow understanding the operational constraints of both systems, identifying gaps both in data supporting the system or expert training. Overall, we foresee a period of parallel use with full documentation while leaving the system under the direction of the expert. Based on such a trial period, it may be decided that the automatic system is granted the status of a trusted party. In that case, it might gradually become a systematic second expert in casework. Any interpretation conflicts arising, could then be handled through usual conflict resolution procedures as in the case involving two human experts [28].

5. Conclusion

A complete procedure to objectively support the firearm expert in the interpretation phase using LRs calculated by a 3D comparison system coupled to a bi-dimensional interpretative model has been developed and its performance analysed in different situations and configurations.

Although the automatic system worked for practically feasible samples sizes for case specific within distributions, the obtained results highlighted the difficulties related to the application of this technique in casework. In particular, it has been demonstrated that there is a dependency between the calculated LRs and the data used to establish the between distribution. This aspect raises questions about the generalisation of collected data affecting the versatility of such an approach. Indeed, in real cases, the same ammunition brand should be used to perform comparisons and collect data for the establishment of the within and the between distributions. To use data collected of ammunition brands that differ from those involved in the actual case can result in an under- or overestimation of the LRs. This doesn’t preclude the use of these data but in such cases the firearm expert has to be conscious of the possible consequences on the reliability of the resulting LRs.

Despite this aspect, the adopted procedure provided results for the blind test allowing the presentation of the results under the form of an LR for marks taken into account separately or jointly which can easily be related to a case specific error rate.
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